NEWS
GRANDSTREAM ANNOUNCES HD IP SURVEILLANCE CAMERA FOR SMB, SOHO
AND RESIDENTIAL MARKET
AFFORDABLY PRICED, ATTRACTIVE CUBE CAMERA WITH HD VIDEO RESOLUTION, WIFI/POE, AND TWO –WAY
AUDIO CAPABILITY IDEAL FOR HOME/OFFICE SECURITY PROTECTION

BROOKLINE, MA (MARCH 28, 2012) – Grandstream Networks, the leading manufacturer of IP
voice/video telephony and video surveillance solutions, today introduced the GXV3615WP_HD
Cube HD (720p) IP Camera for residential, small office home office (SOHO) and small to
medium-sized business (SMB) customers. Ideal for indoor security applications requiring HD
video at highly affordable price, the GXV3615WP_HD camera offers razor sharp HD720p video
encoding/streaming, built-in WiFi, PoE, and support for Voice-over-IP using the popular SIP
standard.
Featuring a 2-Megapixel advanced CMOS sensor with high fidelity lens for exceptional video
image, multi-rate, real-time (30fps) video streaming using H.264 or Motion JPEG at HD 720p
resolution, the new GXV3615WP_HD camera can be installed easily within minutes. In addition,
it includes integrated microphone and speaker with support for 2-way audio paging using
SIP/VoIP, integrated WiFi (802.11b/g/n), integrated PoE, motion detection, built-in high
performance video streaming server to allow 6+ simultaneous HD viewers, electronic
pan/tilt/zoom (ePTZ), and large pre-/post-event recording buffer. It can also be managed with
GSurf, Grandstream’s FREE video management software that controls up to 36 cameras
simultaneously or record video using GSNVR, FREE network and PC-based DVR (digital video
recorder) software.
“We are very excited to announce the new GXV3716WP_HD camera which packs tremendous
features in a sleek, compact form factor at extremely attractive price,” said David Li, CEO of
Grandstream. “The GXV3615WP_HD represents our latest offering to address the SOHO/small
businesses/residential market that demand high quality video surveillance solutions but
potentially sensitive to price. We will continue to introduce innovative voice and video
convergence products for security surveillance applications.”
Pricing and Availability
The GXV3615WP_HD will be generally available for purchase through Grandstream’s
worldwide distribution channels at a list price of US$169 by the end of April, 2012. Samples are
available immediately.
About Grandstream Networks
Founded in 2002, Grandstream Networks is the leading manufacturer of IP voice/video
telephony and video surveillance solutions. Grandstream serves the SMB and consumer
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markets with innovative products that lower communication costs, increase security protection,
and enhance productivity. Our open standard SIP-based products offer broad interoperability in
the industry, unrivaled features, flexibility, and price-performance competitiveness. Visit
www.grandstream.com for more information or connect with us on Facebook, Linkedin and
Twitter.
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